LEPCHA AND BALTIC TIBETAN:
TONAL OR NON-TONAL LANGUAGES?

by R. K. SPRIGG

Tone-language Criteria

Until recently languages have been classified as either tonal or non-tonal, no attempt being made to sub-classify within the tone-language class. Pike, for example, excludes Swedish and Norwegian because they fail to satisfy the criterion "a language having lexically significant, contrastive, but relative pitch on each syllable", though he does at least suggest the possibility of admitting them to a new type of tone language.1

Gleason has since proposed that "at least four types" of tone language should be recognized on the basis of a fourfold distinction in the relationship of tone with intonation.2 The Lhasa dialect of Tibetan he provisionally assigns to the fourth of these types, characteristics of which are that: (i) "intonation supplants tonal contrasts in part of the syllables... Lexical units are found with their inherent tones only when they occur in certain restricted positions in tonal phrases, typically initial. In other positions these basic tones are more or less levelled out under a pervading system of morphophonemes", and (ii) "intonation may supplant tone on a much more extensive scale than this... In utterances... tonal distinctions are very nearly levelled out, and a sentence intonation system takes its place."3 On a sentence level Lhasa Tibetan is in no sense a typical tone language."4

Baltic, a Western-Tibetan dialect, has, by implication, been classified as non-tonal;5 Lepcha, on the other hand, has been regarded as tonal.6

---

3 The first of these characteristics can be illustrated from Y. R. Chao's phonemic analysis of Lhasa Tibetan in *Lone Songs of the Sixth Dalai Lama* by Yu Dawuchuan and transcribed by Dr. Jaw Yuanren (Y. R. Chao), Peking, 1930, 27-8 and from R. K. Spong, "The Tonal System of Tibetan (Lhasa Dialect) and the Nominal Phrase", *BSOAS*, XVII, 1 (1955), 149-52, in which the second syllable of a disyllabic noun is shown to have regularly the higher of two distinctive pitch levels, and the second characteristic from R. K. Spong, "Verbal Phrases in Lhasa 'Tibetan-I'," *BSOAS*, XVI, 1 (1954), 143-5, in which, in "Emphatic Sentences", the syllables of all words following the emphasized word are shown to have low pitch, much as in English.
4 Gleason, id., 299-300.
5 H. A. Joschke distinguishes the dialects of Spiti and of Central Tibet (Tsang, C) from Balti and all other Tibetan dialects as the only ones to be tonal (*A Tibetan-English Dictionary*, London, 1934, xiii-xiv, xv-xvi); but, against this, two Kham dialects, of eastern Tibet, have also recently been classified as tonal (two-tone) (P. S. Ray, "Kham Phonology", *JASOS*, 85, 3 (July--September 1965), 336-42.

For modern classifications of the Tibetan dialects I have relied on G. Uray, —Continued on following page
The highly restrictive definition of tone applied by Pike would certainly exclude not only Balti but also Lepcha from the tone-language class; both languages have "lexically significant contrastive pitch" not on "each syllable" but only on the syllables of polysyllabic nouns, and show no lexically significant pitch distinctions for syllables in other positions. Gleason's definition of tone, however, might not exclude Balti and Lepcha; for both make use of distinctive pitch in something like the manner that he describes for his "fourth type" of tone language, of which he gives Lhasa Tibetan as a model. The extent to which they do this, though, is much less than in Lhasa Tibetan; and one may reasonably ask whether their use of it is on a sufficient scale for them to qualify for membership of that type. Is there, in fact, a minimum degree of utilization, or, rather, should a minimum degree be recognized, whereby candidate languages will be either accepted or rejected? Alternatively, would it be useful to distinguish a class of languages as partly tonal?

Another factor that needs to be taken into account, and is considered in this article in relation to Balti and Lepcha, is: are languages in which pitch features are relatable to such other features as breath force and vowel duration to be classified as tone languages, the associated breath-force and vowel-duration features being at least to that extent subordinated to pitch, or are they to be classified as stress languages or as quantity languages, with regularly associated pitch features?

These, then, are the two problems discussed in this article, the former concerned with variations in the degree to which lexically distinctive pitch is utilized, and the latter with the possibility of associating that use of lexically distinctive pitch with prosodic systems other than tone.

I. Degree to which lexically distinctive pitch is used

A. Balti

In Balti lexically based differences in pitch do not apply to verbs, particles, or monosyllabic nouns, but only to disyllabic and trisyllabic nouns. Most of these have the lower of the two pitch levels initially (\(\hat{\imath} \cdot \cdot \cdot \)).
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Indeed a verbal noun and an associated noun are occasionally distinguished in this way; e.g.

\[ \text{r\text{gs}̃pa} \] (need) \( \text{cf.} \ \text{rg\text{gs}̃pa} \) (need)

\[ \text{snjê}̃ba \] (begging) \( \text{cf.} \ \text{snjê}̃ba \) (poverty)

This distinction also extends to compounds; e.g. \[ \text{tyêl\text{bt}̃a} \] (K. [kt-]) "one who is ashamed", cf. \[ \text{tyêl\text{bt}̃a} \] (K. [kt-]) "something shameful".

Disyllabic forms in which the first syllable is vowel-final and the second syllable vowel-initial are perceived phonetically as monosyllables with long vowel duration ([-v~]). Only two such examples have been noted as having initially high pitch, the first syllable of \[ \text{le}̃g\text{i} \], or \[ \text{le}̃i\]", "very" (i.e. \[ \text{le}̃g\text{ii} \]); the rest have initial low pitch, with a rise or rise-fall (\[ \text{vt} / \text{vt} \]) e.g. \[ \text{bho}̃ \] "nephew", "cousin", "grandson", \[ \text{p\text{ru}}] "child", "son", and the trisyllables (\[ \text{t} / \text{a} / \text{i} \] \[ \text{ja}̃k\text{tse} \] "this much", \[ \text{bu}̃\text{n\text{st}i} \] "approximately", \[ \text{ts\text{a}nt\text{se} \} "how much"

Certain disyllabic lexical items show a variation in the pitch of their syllables between the lower of the distinctive pitch levels and the higher according as they are or are not compounded with another (monosyllabic) lexical item to form a trisyllabic word. The disyllabic items [\text{polo}], [\text{pa}̃\text{ri}n], and [\text{bale}], for example, when uncompounded, belong to the majority class, with first-syllable low pitch and second-syllable high (\[ \text{polo} \]), [\text{pa}̃\text{ri}n], [\text{bale}], (r\text{i}l\text{e},) ball, dried apricot, bread); but, when compounded with a preceding monosyllabic lexical item to form a trisyllabic word also belonging to the majority pattern, the first syllable of these lexical items is, as second syllable of the word, characterized by high pitch, while their second syllables have either high or low pitch according to intonation; e.g. [\text{ka}̃p\text{lo}lo] "football", [\text{t\text{a}p\text{lo}lo}] "polo" (lit. horse-ball), [\text{ka}̃p\text{ha}̃\text{ri}n] [stoned apricot], [\text{ka}̃p\text{ha}̃\text{ri}n] [kind of apricot], [\text{ts\text{a}nt\text{se} \} [bread from germinating wheat grain], which are identical in pitch patterns with such trisyllabic nouns as [\text{xo xo xo}] "thorn", [\text{pa}̃\text{ji}p] "owner", "husband".

The pitch potentiality of either syllable of these disyllabic lexical items is, therefore, twofold, the actual pitch level in a given instance being a function of the type of word, trisyllabic or disyllabic.

B. Lepcha

In Lepcha, as in Balti Tibetan, it is only in polysyllabic nouns that pitch levels (a higher and a lower) need to be distinguished; and, again, it is the lower of the two distinctive levels (\[ \text{vt} \]) that is much the more common initially. The contrasting majority patterns, with high initial pitch (\[ \text{vt} \]), have, however, been recorded for as many as ninety-seven nouns.

This minority pair of patterns applies principally to nouns compounded of two lexical items the second of which covers some such lexical category as "race" (\[ \text{kup} \]), "language" (\[ \text{ring} \]), or "tree" (\[ \text{king} \]), while the
first specifies the member of that category: e.g. róng-kup “Lepcha (race),

The function of the initial high pitch, the more prominent of the two pitch levels, thus appears to be contrastive: it distinguishes a particular member of the lexical category from other members. These nouns are therefore termed contrastive nouns.

1. Contrastive Nouns

The degree to which contrastive nouns are characterized by the minority pattern, with initial high pitch, either level or falling ([:-]/\-\]), or the majority pattern, with initial low pitch ([:-]/\-\]), is as follows (those of the minority pattern are given first in each case, at (i), and those of the majority pattern follow, at (ii));

(a) -kup, “race,” “child”; “small”
   (i) róng-, lám-, tsong-, nyor-, ryöl-, nám-, myók-, báñ-, zo- (9);
       Lepcha, Nepalese, Limbu, Newar; orphan, nephew, son-in-
       law; small knife, small grain.

One of these nine examples, róng-kup, has also been observed with the pattern [:-\-\]; this pattern suggests analysis into two monosyllabic words, though it may also be a careful, and perhaps artificial, pronunciation. It is, however, referred to in the rest of this article as the two-word pattern, to distinguish it from the majority pattern (first syllable low; second syllable high) and the minority pattern (first syllable high; second syllable high/low).

báñ-kup and zo-kup have also been observed with the majority patterns.

(ii) ‘-as, hik-, bik-, kung-, (rung-njut) ʻings-, yu-, it- (7); child,
       chicken, calf, young tree. Little (Rungeet), lesser wife,
       cottage.

For these seven only the majority pattern has been observed. They contrast with the nine examples in (i).

The trisyllabic noun ‘a-rá-t-kup “Tibetan (race)” follows the majority pattern: first syllable low, second syllable high, and third syllable high or low ([:-]/\-\-\]) according to the intonation.

(b) -rim, “language”
   (i) róng-, lám-, pát- (4); Lepcha (language), Nepali,

11 The transmutation follows Col. G. B. Mainwaring, A Grammar of the Róng (Lepcha) Language, Calcutta, 1876, except that an apostrophe is used initially in syllables that he treats as vowel-initial, and a circumflex for his symbol rón. The acute accent of the transmutation is not to be identified with the acute accent of the phonetic transcription (n. 7).

The material I owe to K. P. Tamsang, Mandai of Beng Buaste, Kailimpung, and formerly Secretary of the Darjeeling Lepcha Association, who was Research Assistant in Lepcha at the School of Oriental and African Studies for the session 1951-2.

The material has been transcribed in the following manner: pú (pú); cf. also his Dictionary of the Lepcha-Language, ed. Albert Grünwedel, Berlin, 1898.
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Tibetan (language), Bhutanese (language).

One of these four, róng-rim, has also been observed with the majority patterns.

(ii) ʻa-, shi- (2); voice, petition.

(c) -cho, “book”
   (i) róng-, lám-, pát- (3); Lepcha book, Nepalese book, Tibetan
       book.
   (ii) None.

(d) -kung, “tree”
   (i) gyeng-, sónɡ-, cós-, ríp-, zo- (5); bamboo, [kind of tree], tea
       bush, [flowering tree], [lit. rice tree].

Three of these five, sónɡ-kung, ríp-kung, and zo-kung, have also been observed with the majority patterns.

(ii) shi-ing- (1);[ species of Macaranga].

sung-li-kung [kind of tree, species Terminalia], phá-ûk-kung [kind of
tree], and ra-nól-kung [kind of palm tree] correspond in pitch patterns to
‘a-rá-t-kup (a)(ii).

(e) -bî, “vegetable”; “edge”
   (i) zo-, gyek-, thok-, mán-; cû- (5); curry (lit. rice-vegetables),
       [plant used in pickling], harvest, meat and vegetables;
       Himalayas.

Four of these five examples, zo-bî, gyek-bî, mán-bî, and cû-bî, have also been observed with the majority patterns.

(ii) None.

(f) -bang, “bottom”
   (i) kung-, ríp-, ʻings-, cû-, zo-, lang- (6); trunk, stem, bottom (of
       water), Kinchinjunga, foot of a rice plant, base of a rock.

ʻings-bang, zo-bang, and cû-bang have also been observed with the majority pitch patterns; and all six have been observed with the two-word pattern (a)(i).

(ii) po- (1); bamboo foundation (place-name).

(g) ʻli “house”; “heavy”, “seed”
   (i) róng-, krip-, món- ([mon-]); báñ-; zo- (5); Lepcha house
       (also place-name Rongii), [polluted house], hospital; [blunt
       side of knife blade]; rice seed.

All of these except mon-li have also been observed with the majority patterns. In the minority patterns the vowel of zo- is characterized by long duration ([o:]); in the majority patterns, on the other hand, not only is it

10 nyu-kung “grandmother” and thi-kung “grandfather”, which are also, perhaps, examples of the same lexical item as ʻking “tree”, also have the majority patterns.

characterized by short duration but also, in fast tempo, by closeness ([u]),

(ii) bik-, rip-, bi- (ɔ); breeding cow, flower seed, vegetable seed.

bik- has also been observed with the two-word pitch pattern.

(h) -bā, “direction”, “time”

(i) pe-, mye-, me-, co-, cd-, go-, to-, la-, o- (9); there, onwards,
down there, down there, a short time ago, sometimes, up
there, nowadays, there.

‘o-bā, to-bā, and co-bā have also been observed with majority pitch patterns.

(ii) sa- (1); where.

(i) -re, “thing”

(i) ‘o-, co- (2); that, that below.

Both ‘o-re and co-re have also been observed with the majority pitch patterns.

(ii) ‘a-, sa- (2); this, which.

(j) -tsu, “maie”

(i) mīn- (1); boar (lit. pig-maie).

(ii) None.

(k) -tī, “egg”

(i) fo- (1); bird’s egg (cf. nga-t̪ī fish’s roe).

(ii) None.

(l) -mān, “meat”

(i) bik- (1); fowl meat.

(ii) bik- (1); beef.

In each of the sets of examples (a)–(l) the second lexical item of the
compound is constant, and the first is variable; a number of other sets of
examples (m)–(x) have been collected in which it is the first lexical item
that is constant; but an implicit contrast is still held to be responsible for
the initially high pitch that those in section (i) of (m)–(x) share with those in
section (i) of (a)–(l). Indeed some of the words will be found to be common to
both series of examples; they comprise:

(m) rōng-, “Lepcha”

(i) -kup, -ring, -cho, -li, -lyāng, -(y)tī, -nyū (7); Lepcha (race),
Lepcha (language), Lepcha book, Lepcha house (also place-
name, Rongli), Lepcha country, Lepcha custom, Lepcha pen.

All of these seven except rōng-kup and rōng-(y)tī have also been
observed with the majority patterns; four of them, rōng-kup, rōng-cho, rōng-
li, and rōng-(y)tī, have also been observed with the two-word pattern.

(ii) -kyōng (1); Lepcha village.

(n) rip-, “flower” (cf. (o), kūng-)
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(i) -kūng, -bāng, -sōng, -br̥/bār, -nyāk, -nyom, -sfā, -dōng, -rik
(9); [flowering tree], stem, flower garden, blossom, shoot,
[flower leaf], flower root, shoot, [flowering creeper].

All of these nine words except rip-bāng have also been observed with
the majority pitch patterns; rip-bāng, rip-nyom, rip-sfā, and rip-dōng have
also been observed with the two-word pitch pattern.

(ii) -lī (1); flower seed.

(o) kūng-, “tree” (cf. (n), rip-)

(i) -bāng, -nyom, -sfā, -rik, (lang) -sīng, -pī (6); tree-trunk,
tree leaf, tree root, [tree creeper], rock, bark.

All of these six words except kūng-bāng and kūng-sfā have also been
observed with the majority pitch pattern; kūng-bāng and kūng-sfā have also
been observed with the two-word pitch pattern.

(ii) -kup, -kūng, -nyāk, -pīt, -bor/br̥-bār (5); young tree, a tree
branching out, shoot, fruit, [tree blossom].

(p) zo-, “rice”, “grain”

(i) -kup, -kūng, -bi, -bang, -lī, -tsōk, -(y)ek, -gī (8); small grain,
[lit. rice-tree], curry (lit. rice-vegetable), bottom of rice
plant, rice seed, rice-planting, rice harvest, rice shoot.

All of these eight except zo-lī have also been observed with the
majority pitch patterns; zo-kup, zo-bang, zo-tsōk, and zo-(y)ek have also
been observed with the two-word pattern.

(ii) -nyūt, -bor/br̥-bār, -bēn, -mūn, -māl, -nyāk, -thyāng, -dyāng,
-kröp, -bīm, -lit, -tsūp, -sfān, -h(y)ep, -kā, -thān (10); rice
field, rice flower, husk, paddy, rice-sowing, rice head, deep
planting, pounding grain, rice-winnowing, [rice run to
seed], sifted rice, hard burnt rice, [rice-planting], [rice
fan], rice, crop.

(q) bān-, “knife”

(i) -kup, -lī, -kā, -bār (4); small knife, [blunt side of blade],
knife cord, crooked knife.

All four have also been observed with the majority pitch patterns.

(ii) -hyām, -sōr, -sūt, -pōk, -ngūt (5); sheath, blade, hilt-ring,
dulled knife, [sharp side of blade].

(r) cī-, “edge”

(i) -bī, -bang, -rum (3); Himalayas, Kinchinjunga, God of
Snows.

cū-bī has also been observed with the majority patterns.

(ii) None.

(s) ‘sīng, “water”

(i) -bāng, -krūl, -sū (3); source, river-bed, stale water.
In these two examples the vowels of the syllables di and no have long duration ([di: nɔ]), in non-contrasting clauses they have short duration ([di nɔ]), e.g. 'ā-re pa-no [\_ \_], 'ā-re pun-dī [\_ \_]. A corresponding alternation in pitch has been noted for gyek-muk and gyek-bi, together with a matching alternation in vowel duration for the vowel of the syllable bi; e.g.

(i) 'ā-re gyek-muk [\_ \_] ma-gon; gyek-bi [\_ \_] go
(ii) 'ā-re gyek-bi [\_ \_] ma-gon; gyek-muk [\_ \_] go

(i) This is not gyek-muk; it is gyek-bi.
(ii) This is not gyek-bi; it is gyek-muk.

(gyek-muk and gyek-bi are plants for pickling).

In these pairs of examples the direct contrast of one second-syllable lexical item with another, of -di with -no, and of -muk with -bi, is held to be responsible for the choice of the majority pattern, with fall in pitch on the second syllable, rather than the minority pattern; a similar contrast, but an implicit one, between first-syllable lexical items is thought to be responsible for the alternative use of the majority patterns, with first-syllable high pitch, for these forty-six nouns; e.g. 'ā-re gyek-muk [\_ \_], 'ā-re gyek-bi [\_ \_]. Indeed, if these two hypotheses are correct, one might expect a similar alternation of pitch patterns, between minority and majority, on the part of the remaining thirty-three contrastive nouns in sections (i) that have so far been observed to have only the minority patterns, and further, for the fifty-five contrastive nouns that have so far been observed to have only the majority patterns (sections (ii)).

2. Other Nouns

There remain, in the available material, a further eighteen disyllabic nouns for which the minority patterns have been observed but for which either an actual or an implicit contrast does not provide an explanation. A majority (thirteen) of these appear to be loan words, from Tibetan or Nepali, some of which follow pitch patterns of the donor language.

(a) Loan Words

The loan words comprise: cho-ko\textsuperscript{16} paper (Tib. shog-bu), bā-zā o’clock (Nep.), wo-mo fox (Tib. swa-mo), to-mo trousers (Tib. dor-ma), phi-ling snuff (Tib. phyi-gling), kye-mo peace-maker (Tib. bkye), khe-bo tax-payer (Tib. khral), gye-bo conqueror (Tib. rgyal), khe-bo [imuletc], (Tib. drel), che-mo prostitute (Tib. chal-ma), nök-tso ink (Tib. yang-tsha), kri-bo ([th-] bell (Tib. dbel-bu), phyeng-bo rosary (Tib. 'phreng-ba).

(b) Non-loan Words

The non-loan words comprise: 'yeng-ngal ‘ing-nga child, pem-bā\textsuperscript{17} bamboo torch, li-mo great house, bā-mo female demon, po-mo parents.

\textsuperscript{16} Mainwaring, Dictionary, cho-gū.
\textsuperscript{17} Mainwaring, id., pem-bur.
Six of the eighteen disyllabic nouns in this section (2) have also been observed with the majority pattern, and may be in transit from the minority to the majority class: (a) cho-ko, wo-mo, nāk-šo, to-ma; (b) li-mo, hā-mo.

3. Summary

The number of disyllabic nouns in Lepcha is considerable. An overwhelming majority of these have been observed to have low pitch initially, the second syllable being high and either level or falling. A small minority (forty-five) on the other hand, have always been observed to have high pitch initially, level or falling, the second syllable being high or low correspondingly; while fifty-two have been observed to have both types of pattern. Borrowing from other languages, especially Tibetan, may well account for some examples of the minority patterns:18 contrast is thought to account for the rest.

The case against classifying Lepcha and Balti as tone languages does not, however, rest on the number of contrasting examples alone: an alternative statement, in which the pitch component of the contrast is treated as accessory to some other feature, is also available.

II. Pitch and Breath Force; Tone and Stress

The alternation in pitch pattern on the part of the fifty-two Lepcha disyllabic words that have been observed with both the minority and the majority patterns raises considerable difficulties for tonal analysis, especially for the tonal analysis of the contrastive nouns. In a tonal analysis based on the word the forty-six nouns for which either type of pattern is possible, e.g. rōng-ṛing Lepcha (language), Ḳo-li rice seed, bān-kūp small knife, would have to be given a double tone classification, an unusual distinction among tone languages, as both tone-1 and tone-2 words; and this double classification would have to be extended to as many of the contrastive nouns as were subsequently observed to alternate between the minority and the majority patterns. Equally, in a tonal analysis based on the syllable, it would be necessary to recognize an alternation in the tone class of the first syllable of any of those forty-six nouns, e.g. rōng-ṛing, Ḳo-(li), bān-kūp, each of the alternative tones being appropriate to the same environment:

- high [\"\"] following syllable high-tone and level
- low [\"\"]

This would mean that each of these syllables, and other comparable syllables, contrasts tonally with itself in the same environment.

The same difficulty, but in a less extreme form, and on a far less extensive scale, arises in Balti too; for the lexical items [dɪ] and [\"e\"] (A.c), and [\"e\"] and [mɑ] (A.1(d), A.2(d)), are exemplified as first syllable in words of other type of pitch pattern, and are characterized accordingly by contrasting pitch levels:

- high [dɪka] here [\"e\"]ka there [\"e\"]a mother [\"\"/\"]
- low [dik]{h}a hither [\"e\"]kha thither [\"e\"]jo mother (hon.) [\"\"/\"]

It is not a case, here, of a given word's having the potentiality of both types of pitch pattern, as in the forty-six Lepcha words, but of a given monosyllabic lexical item's having either of the contrastive pitch levels in what is taken to be an equivalent environment. The environment of [dɪ], [\"e\"], and [\"e\"] in these disyllabic words is, admittedly, different as regards initial features of the following syllable ([k] versus [kha], [ŋ] versus [jo]); but the differences are not such as to produce any constant phonetic feature of the second syllable that could be treated as conditioning, or determining, the alternative distinctive pitch levels of the first. Pitch features, it is true, could be treated as a conditioning factor up to a point; for, in the second of the two type-1 and type-2 pitch patterns, in which there is a fall in pitch affecting the first syllable in the type-1 pattern but the second in the type-2, one could attribute the high pitch of [dɪ], [\"e\"], and [\"e\"] in [dik], [\"e\"]ka, and [\"e\"]a to the low pitch of the second syllable, and the alternative low pitch of those three syllables in [dik]{h}a, [\"e\"]ka, and [\"e\"]a to the high (and falling) pitch of the second syllable; but this would not work for the first pattern of each type: here the pitch feature of the second syllable is identical (high and level) in both the type-1 and the type-2 pattern. It seems preferable at this point, therefore, to consider a form of statement in terms other than those of pitch unsupported by other features.

In Lepcha and Balti alike the first syllable of disyllabic nouns of the two minority patterns ([\"\"/\"); I.A.1, I.B.1) is more prominent than the second. It is not surprising that this should be so in the second of these two patterns, in which the word is characterized by fall in pitch; for it is the first syllable that bears the fall ([\"\")]; but it is equally true where the word is characterized by the first of the two patterns, in which there is no fall in pitch ([\"\"]). That is, say, the first syllable seems more prominent than the second not merely when it is higher in pitch but also when both syllables have the same pitch features. In the latter case, then, the greater prominence of the first syllable cannot be due to difference in pitch, and must be due to a difference in breath force, supported, but only where the first syllable is an open syllable, by long vowel duration.

The importance of breath force in this, the type-1, or minority, pair of pitch patterns suggests that it too should be taken into account in dealing with the problem arising out of the alternation in pitch level. In the second of the type-2 pitch patterns (I.A.2, I.B.2ii) the second syllable seems much more prominent than the first ([\"\"]), largely, no doubt, because it is characterized by fall in pitch, but also because of greater breath force and, in open

18 Cf. also Sprigg, "The Glottal Stop", 8-10, 13.
syllables, long vowel duration. Thus far, then, the two types of pattern contrast in breath force, in pitch, and, in open syllables, in vowel duration; but, since breath force is the most prominent of the three features, there should be no obstacle to associating all three in the term “stress”, the stress system to comprise two terms, applicable to the disyllabic word. The exponents of one term would be the breath-force, pitch, and vowel-duration features described above for the type-1 pattern, in which (i) the first syllable has a higher degree of breath force than the second, (ii) the first syllable has the high pitch, either level or falling, and the second a level pitch, either high or low accordingly, and (iii) the vowel of the first syllable, if open, has long duration; the exponents of the other term would be those same three features as described above for the second of the type-2 patterns, in which (i) the second syllable has a higher degree of breath force than the first, (ii) the second syllable has a fall in pitch, from high, the first being low and level in pitch, and (iii) the vowel of the second syllable, if open, has long duration. Unfortunately, the position is not so straightforward in words characterized by the remaining pitch pattern, the first of the type-2 patterns ([= -]).

In such words prominence seems to depend to some extent on whether syllables are closed or open; and the position is not quite the same in the two languages. In Lepcha, on the one hand, the second syllable generally seems more prominent than the first when it is closed ([CV(C)CVC; [-]]); but when the second syllable is open, usually it is difficult to determine which of the two syllables is more prominent, or, rather, whether either syllable is more prominent than the other. In Balti, on the other hand, it is the first syllable that generally seems the more prominent of the two ([= -]), except that examples in which the second syllable is closed are difficult to decide.

The association of the four types of features, pitch (high v. low, level v. falling), vowel duration (short v. long, but only in open syllables), syllable final features (open v. closed), and breath force (strong v. weak) in both the minority and the majority patterns is summarized in the following table (absence of “long” and “str.”; for strong, implies “short” and “weak” respectively; “L” represents “Lepcha” and “B” “Balti”):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Lepcha (1st syllable)</th>
<th>Balti (2nd syllable)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minority</td>
<td>high, long, str., high, level</td>
<td>low, level [- -]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majority</td>
<td>low, level [- -]</td>
<td>high, level [- -]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The last two of these sets of associated prominence features (5–6) mark what would otherwise be a direct contrast in the relative prominence of the first and the second syllable, on which the (phonological) two-term stress system outlined above could be based, pitch and vowel-duration features being associated with the dominant feature, breath-force. As it is, all that can be said is that the first syllable of the minority type of word is always more prominent than the second (1–2), while the second syllable of the majority type of word is sometimes more prominent than the first (3–4), or potentially the more prominent of the two, especially in Lepcha.

In Conclusion

Balti Tibetan and Lepcha have in common both (i) the grammatical and syllabic limitations on the occurrence of the lexically based pitch distinction whereby the difference between the high pitch level and the low is confined to nouns, and, further, to polysyllabic nouns, and (ii) similarity in the degree to which the distinctive pitch levels are used (eighty-four members of the minority class in Balti, and ninety-seven in Lepcha). These two common features give the appearance of a high degree of similarity as far as the function of pitch in the two languages is concerned; but Balti and Lepcha differ when one comes to consider the degree to which (i) individual lexical items alternate between the high pitch level and the low, and (ii) polysyllabic words alternate between the minority and the majority pitch patterns.

Only about a handful of Balti monosyllabic lexical items, [di], [te], [ta], and [ma] (I.A.1(c–d); I.A.2(c–d)), are characterized, when first syllable of the word, now by the high pitch, now by the low (p. 196); the number of Lepcha lexical items that show this same pitch alternation as first syllables of the word is nineteen (sông, gayk, krip, ‘o, to, co, rông, rip, kung, zo, bán, cu,‘kung, li, bán, đâm, ca, tay, and pa/pun; I.B.(d–e), (g), (m–w), (y–z)), and this already considerable disparity is likely to be increased through further examples of lexical contrast in the first-syllable place of Lepcha polysyllabic nouns.

The alternation of the minority patterns with the majority for one and the same word is peculiar to Lepcha, and has the support of forty-six examples.

Alteration between the high and the low pitch for a given lexical item in first-syllable position in the word independently of conditioning factors in the second syllable is a strong argument against a tonal classification; and the alternation of the majority pitch patterns with the minority for the word as a whole is all but conclusive; for this latter alternation can only be accounted for through contrastive stressing: the minority pitch patterns are appropriate to the word in one type of stress environment (stress 1), and the majority patterns to that same word in the other (stress 2). In other words,
a tonal statement for these forty-six Lepcha disyllabic nouns would merely duplicate a stress statement, tone 1 being appropriate to that word in the conditions of stress 1, and tone 2 in the conditions of stress 2. For Lepcha, therefore, a stress classification is preferred to a tonal classification; and the pivotal forty-six nouns would require a double stress classification (stress 1/2).

English provides something of a parallel to the forty-six Lepcha words with the double stress classification: such words as Chinese and Burmese, or the verbs import and export, also require a double stress classification to cover the alternation of first-syllable prominence for contrast with second-syllable prominence for all other circumstances.

In Lepcha as a stress language, for example, would have (i) the high pitch in zo-bi, for which only stress 1 (first-syllable prominence) has been observed, (ii) the high pitch, too, in zo-li when that word is given its stress-1 alternative (first-syllable prominence), but (iii) the low pitch in zo-li when given its stress-2 alternative (potential second-syllable prominence). Similarly, ring would have the high pitch in 'a-ring (stress 2), the high pitch, too, in the word rong-ring when given its stress-2 alternative (second-syllable prominence), and either the high or the low pitch in rong-ring when given its stress-1 alternative (according as the first syllable does not, or does, fall in pitch).

Only the first of these two arguments against a tonal classification, the unconditioned alternation between the two pitch levels for the same lexical item as first syllable, applies to Balti, and that, too, on such a small scale as to favour a divergence in the treatment of the two languages. For Balti, provided, of course, that a minority class with a membership of eighty-four is taken to be utilization of pitch distinctions on a sufficient scale, classification as a tone language seems more appropriate than the stress-language classification applied above to Lepcha. Accordingly, the variable lexical items [di], [za], [pi], and [ma], and any others that may come to light subsequently, will be said to have the high pitch in the (minority) tone-1 word patterns (l.a.(c-d)), and the low pitch in the (majority) tone-2 word patterns (l.a.2(c-d)). Thus, the pitch feature of these lexical items is a function of the tonal classification of the word as a whole, in which they are exemplified as first syllable.

Although, by virtue of its classification as a tone language, the Balti dialect of Tibetan has thus been grouped with Vietnamese, for example, Burmese, and the Lhasa dialect of Tibetan, it is clearly very different from any of these, and from any of the four types suggested by
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